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GROWING PAINS 

2010 – 10954 

2009 – 9835 

2008 – 9108 

2007 – 7,835 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2007, we had no formal method of assessing student services for the college.  Therefore we had separate goals and objectives. By 2009, with SACS not far away, we had huge numbers of  requests for assessment help from Institutional Research from two campuses and one center.  We found that there were too many requests for surveys of the students, with questions that were too similar but not producing the response base we needed to consolidate surveys.  We also found that departments on the campuses and Student Services from campus-to-campus had different goals and objectives – some even conflicting!



SACS 

• 2.50  
– The institution engages in ongoing, integrated, and 

institution-wide research-based planning and evaluation 
processes that incorporate a systematic review of 
programs and services that (a) results in continuing 
improvement and (b) demonstrates that the institution 
is effectively accomplishing its mission. 

• 2.10  
– The institution provides student support programs, 

services, and activities consistent with its mission that 
promote student learning and enhance the 
development of its students. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began the reaccreditation process and in doing so uncovered our need to improve the way we assess student services thus the onslaught of requests to IR. We felt that we were too fragmented, in some cases working against each other (for example, goal on one campus is to reduce lines for in-person registration by getting students to register online.  On the other campus the goal was to purposefully meet with the first-time student and encourage only returning students to register online. )  Similar but still conflicting.We realized that we had not  necessarily set our goals based on the data from valid or repeatable assessment mechanisms, but used our gut instinct,  the CCSSE (Community College Survey of Student Engagement) which is an excellent tool to validate your own assessments and show broad picture trends, and a few odds-and-ends surveys.



The Beginning 

District SS Winter Haven 
Campus 
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Student 
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Admission 

Registrar 

Business 
Services 

Financial 
Aid 

Advising 

Admission 

District CFO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each unit produced it’s own goals and objectives.  There was no unity of purpose nor methodical way to identify shared goals. Fourteen units each with  3-4 goals and 1-3 objectives to meet the goals.  That could be 168 objectives and 56 goals!  No wonder every one was tired!



The End Result 

District SS Winter Haven 
Campus 

Lakeland 
Campus 

Lake Wales 
Center 

Advising Admission Testing Activities Fin Aid Registrar 

Student Services Assessment Council 

Bus Serv 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14 units toward 4 shared goals.   Now we have 168 objectives all aiming for 4 shared goals. Everyone is contributing to make the four goals successful.  The four goals are incorporated into the College’s strategic plan so each unit is working on 1-2 tasks to contribute to the success of student services as it relates to the College’s strategic plan.How did we get there?



Committee Purpose 

• Student Services Purpose 
– Polk State College Student Services will use 

technology to provide student-friendly services by 
streamlining enrollment processes. We will be 
knowledgeable of students’ needs and wants, 
responding with services that maximize student 
engagement and success. 

• Committee Purpose 
– Develop broad goals to meet the purpose 
– Develop standard assessment measures 
– Communicate the plan 
– Evaluate the plan each year and iteratively adjust it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To bring the diverse ideas, individual campus cultures, and past experiences together we began by selecting a task force that ultimately would become a permanent committee.  Some of the task force did not stay on the committee but most did.The makeup of our taskforce was vital to our success.  We included career-level employees, professional-level employees, and administration. We spent our first few meetings defining what we thought Student Services should do.  We did not use our Strategic Plan at this point.  We were trying to get the group of 15 members to focus on the general purpose for student services at Polk State College so we could have a unified vision.We then determined what the Committee purpose should be.  Keeping these purposes before us we forged ahead.



Getting Started 
• Setting the Committee Tone 

– All are equal and have equal voice 
– Support of all administration 

• Identifying Key Performance Indicators 
– How do we know we are doing a good job as a college? 
– What makes me feel good about my day’s work at 5:00 

pm? 

• Measuring Success – Setting the Plumb Line 
– Appropriate metrics, reliable, repeatable, 

• Aligning with Goals 
– State’s Stepping Up Goals of the Florida College System 
– Polk State College’s Strategic Plan 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Committee ToneIt was vital that all Administrators and the entire President’s staff, would support the effort now and later; and when it was needed; put teeth in requiring units to follow through with aligning to the decisions and measurements the committee identifies. The College must incorporate the Student Services Assessment taskforce’s plan into the Strategic Planning of the college as a whole.Key Performance IndicatorsWe asked ourselves in simply terms how we know we are doing a good job.  Engaging the team members in conversation about key performance indicators was much easier when we threw out terms and did a brain storm session. Once the pump was primed, the list flowed naturally and was long. Measuring SuccessWe had to separate what was measurable and what was not within the constraints of our resources. Measuring what makes you feel good at the end of the day in some cases was too difficult or impractical for the return (how do you measure whether or not filing or scanning is at 99% accuracy on a state college budget?). We began narrowing our KPI’s to determine what could be measured and how.  Aligning goalsWe chose to first look at the big picture without looking at our Strategic Goals.  If we emerged with goals that did not line up with our College’s Strategic Plan, we would then ask what is wrong with the Strategic Plan and should it be altered or do we cast these goals out and dive back in for others.  This was our final step in development. 

http://www.fldoe.org/cc/pdf/annualreport2011.pdf


Setting the Committee Tone 

• Partnership with Stakeholders 
– President, Vice Presidents, Provosts 
– All other Administrators 

• Inclusive and Diverse Committee 
– Broad range of personnel 

• Limit Number of Meetings 
– Limited the number of meetings the taskforce 

will hold to accomplish the task 
• Identify Tasks 
• Set Expectations for Final Deliverable 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top leadership had to agree to abide by and support the findings of the Assessment Taskforce.  They participated in the initial selection of the taskforce members and the final makeup of positions that should serve on the Assessment Council for Student Services.  They agreed to submit their own interests, ideas or goals for student services to the taskforce and allow the taskforce to set the annual goals.We selected a broad range of personnel such as an information assistant who answers the phone and assists students, a financial aid specialist, a student activities director,  advisors, admission clerks, and student services deans. We included Financial Aid Directors, the Business Office, and the Library services folks. From the beginning it was clear that all had equal voice. We began with some activities to help the members feel comfortable with each other. The Vice President “commissioned” the taskforce and explained the task at hand.We pre-arranged six meetings 30-45 days apart with tasks in-between.  This helped everyone commit to the times on their calendars and gave them a sense of urgency to accomplish tasks that were assigned to them. The first meeting outlined the desired deliverable – A formal process by which we measure our success in Student Services as a college-wide unit and we continuously improve outcomes based on an iterative process of evaluation, targeting objectives and assessment.



Key Performance Indicators 

• Brain storming session 
• Subcommittee compiled groupings 
• Four KPI’s emerged  

– Positive admission rate 
– Retention of first-time-in-college 
– Student perception of services 
– Successful graduation and transfer rate 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the pump was primed, we could hardly keep up.  We ended the working session with about 40 performance indicators. This turned out to be a very good thing. Because there were no constraints by using the College’s Strategic Plan, we uncovered some surprises.A sub-committee was tasked with organizing the performance indicators into groups.  When this was done, four broad areas emerged.  We felt as a taskforce that these are the unchanging keys to our success. Some ideas were dropped because the were not reliably measurable and we may add them or change indicators in the future but for now, we hope to use these for the next few years so we can track our outcomes and see, improvements (we hope!)We defined each of these KPI’s by what outcome we would expect to see if we were doing well which  was coupled with selection our assessment mechanisms.



Key Performance Indicators 

• Student Perception of Services 
–  85% of students rate PSC average or excellent  (A/E) 

in student responsiveness 
–  CCSE data will show Polk  equal to or higher than 

the two previously assessed years, or higher than 
Florida Schools.  

– 85% of students rate PSC  A/E in accessibility  
– 85% of students rate PSC A/E in ease of information 

navigability   
– 85% of students rate PSC A/E in information accuracy 

and relevance  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the example for Student Perception of Services.  We tailored our own student survey to collect the data we feel contributes to the student’s opinion of our services.  We also included the CCSE data we had used so often in the past as comparative data to our own survey.It was really exciting to get the first survey back that gave us the benchmark.  We were thrilled to see some good things and not surprised by most of the not-so-good things.



Key Performance Indicators 

• Retention of First-Time-In-College 
– Each term, FTIC students who meet SOAP 

compared to FTIC students who don't (S1, S2 P1, 
P2, W1, W2) is less than 10%  

– FTIC students completing prep in 2 years 
compared to system-wide 

• Reading >2.70% above system 
Writing >3.60% above system 
Math > than system Percentage of FTIC/college prep 
students who complete or transfer within 4 years 
AA ≥ system, AS> 5% above system  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retention of First-Time-In-college was a little harder to find useable assessment mechanisms than Perception of Services.  We wanted to use data that were comparative rather than just empirical. If some event affected first-time-in-college attendance state-wide, we would want to reflect how we are doing compared to other institutions suffering from the difficulties of the event like we were. Therefore we felt that using state comparative data from our Institutional Research Factbook would be the best assessment tool.  We would get results quicker than our every-three-years of results from CCSE.Some of the actual benchmarks were decided upon after we analyzed the data from our chosen assessment tools.



The Plumb Line 

• Excel Spreadsheet 
• Analyze Results 
• Determine Benchmarks 
• Select Targeted Focus Areas 
• Write Goal for the Year 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was time to put our work to the test.  Could we use selected assessment tools and get meaningful information?  We built a worksheet for each KPI and using our assessment tools went back four years, entering the data. We tweaked our expected outcomes which benchmarked our KPI’s.  Then we went to the spreadsheet and highlighted each expected outcome that fell below the benchmarks.It was fun and surprising to see what it revealed.  Areas that needed attention jumped out at us. We had some surprises. We were surprised at how many students applied to Polk State College but did not enter.  Something we needed to work on!  We knew we needed to improve the number of students completing prep work and the data told us we were right.We selected the areas we needed to focus on to improve our outcomes.  Now it was time to set goals.  We knew our KPI’s, we knew how we measured up, so what are we going to do about it.



Aligning with Goals 

• Student Services 2010-11 Goals 
– Be responsive to students' individual needs, 

thereby increasing admission rate.  
– Make Student Services accessible and easy to 

navigate.  
– Contribute to timely completion of credentials 

that are valued in the marketplace or easily 
transferrable to continuing degrees. 

–  Proactively remove barriers to success for 
students at risk.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point we fully understand what we think indicates our success in student services and how we can measure that.   We fully understand where we are falling short.We need to write our goals before we marry them to the Strategic Plan of the College and the State’s Stepping Up Goals.  We developed about 10 goals.The marriage:Comparing our goals to the Strategic Plan of the College and the State’s Stepping Up Goals will tell us if we are  totally off-base or if the Strategic Plan has a “hole” in it.  We combine some of the goals and set the minor ones aside for another year.  We settled on the four above.We then gave these results to all units of the College in Student Services and they were asked to write their strategic objectives to achieve at least one, preferably two of the goals. Some units like Advising in Winter have wrote objectives toward all four goals.The units can concentrate on the objectives they chose to meet the goals without concern for measurement.  The measuring has all been decided by the Student Services Assessment taskforce (turned committee).  The units can do what they do best – come up with ideas to contribute to improvement.



Aligning with Goals 
• Stepping Up Goals 

– 2- Increase completion rates 
– 3-Expand and maintain access  

• Polk State Strategic Plan 
– 1.0 Enhance the College’s contributions to Polk 

County through quality programs and services 
that ensure the highest level of student 
achievement. 

• 1.2. Increase student retention and annual FTE 
enrollment across credit and non-credit courses. 

• 1.3. Enhance student success, particularly across all 
levels of remedial education. 

• 1.4. Improve quality and effectiveness of internal 
business processes and support services. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.When we looked at the Strategic Plan of the College and the State’s Stepping Up goals, we focused on these areas.  We are aligned with 2 of the 5 Stepping Up Goals and 1 of the 4 College goals.  A good start.
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